BOOKS & SERIES LIKE...OUTLANDER

SERIES

Kage Bake
**The Company**
[Futuristic; Time Travel; Romance]
*In the Garden of Iden* [SF]
*Sky Coyote* [SF]
*Mendoza in Hollywood* [E]
and many more!

Jacqueline Carey
**Kushiel's Legacy**
[Resourceful Female Protagonists involved in Love Triangle; Adventurous; Action-packed; Romantic; Steamy]
*Kushiel's Dart* [P]
*Kushiel's Chosen* [CD]
*Kushiel's Avatar* [E]
and many more!

Sara Donati
**Wilderness Series**
[Historical, Sweeping Sagas; Time Travel; Protagonists are Outsiders]
*Into the Wilderness*
*Dawn on a Distant Shore* [E]
*Lake in the Clouds* [E]
and many more!

Dorothy Dunnett
**Lymond Chronicles**
[Thrilling; Historical; Romantic Sagas]
*The Game of Kings* [E]
*Queens' Play* [P]
*The Disorderly Knights* [E]
and many more!

Donna Grant
**Dark Warrior Novels**
[Historical; Dramatic; Atmospheric; Steamy]
*Midnight’s Master* [P]
*Midnight’s Lover* [P]
*Midnight’s Seduction* [P]
and many more!

Philippa Gregory
**Wideacre Trilogy** [aka **Lacey Trilogy**]
[Dramatic, Suspenseful, Descriptive; Historical]
*Wideacre*
*The Favored Child* [P]
*Meridon* [P]

Sandra Gulland
**Sun Court Duet**
[Romantic; Descriptive; Character-driven; Historical]
*Mistress of the Sun*
*The Shadow Queen* [P]

Deborah Harkness
**All Souls Trilogy**
[Steamy, Paranormal, Suspenseful]
*A Discovery of Witches* [SF]
*Shadow of Night* [P]
*The Book of Life* [P]

Karen Marie Moning
**Highlander Romances**
[Fast-paced; Character-driven; Passionate; Dramatic; Steamy]
*Beyond the Highland Mist* [E]
*To Tame a Highland Warrior* [P]
*The Highlander’s Touch* [E]
and many more!

INDIVIDUAL TITLES

Marion Zimmer Bradley: *The Mists of Avalon* [P]
Elaine Coffman: *The Return of Black Douglas* [P]
Jack Finney: *Time and Again* [P]
Susanna Kearsley: *The Winter Sea*
Tess Mallory: *Highland Rebel* [P]
Richard Matheson: *Somewhere in Time* [P]
Bee Ridgway: *The River of No Return* [P]
Lisa Tuttle: *The Silver Bough* [E]
Beatriz Williams: *Overseas* [E]
Connie Willis: *Doomsday Book* [SF]

A title with an * after it indicates a copy is also available in our Digital Collection as an eBook.

All books are shelved in Fiction, unless otherwise noted:
CD Book = Audio Book on CD
E = Electronic Book
P = Paperback
SF = Science Fiction

Look for our Time Travel and Paranormal Reading Lists on our Web site under Find a Good Book; click on Reading Lists or ask a librarian for copies!

Visit ppld.org/reading-lists to find additional reading lists!
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